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Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is traditionally viewed as a process whose strength is dictated by
intrinsic material nonlinearities with little dependence on waveguide geometry. We show that this
paradigm breaks down at the nanoscale, as tremendous radiation pressures produce new forms of SBS
nonlinearities. A coherent combination of radiation pressure and electrostrictive forces is seen to enhance
both forward and backward SBS processes by orders of magnitude, creating new geometric degrees of
freedom through which photon-phonon coupling becomes highly tailorable. At nanoscales, the backwardSBS gain is seen to be 104 times greater than in conventional silica fibers with 100 times greater values
than predicted by conventional SBS treatments. Furthermore, radically enhanced forward-SBS processes
are 105 times larger than any known waveguide system. In addition, when nanoscale silicon waveguides
are cooled to low temperatures, a further 10–100 times increase in SBS gain is seen as phonon losses are
reduced. As a result, a 100-m segment of the waveguide has equivalent nonlinearity to a kilometer of
fiber. Couplings of this magnitude would enable efficient chip-scale stimulated Brillouin scattering in
silicon waveguides for the first time. More generally, we develop a new full-vectorial theoretical
formulation of stimulated Brillouin scattering that accurately incorporates the effects of boundary-induced
nonlinearities and radiation pressure, both of which are seen to have tremendous impact on photonphonon coupling at subwavelength scales. This formalism, which treats both intermode and intramode
coupling within periodic and translationally invariant waveguide systems, reveals a rich landscape of new
stimulated Brillouin processes when applied to nanoscale systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a third-order
nonlinear optical process by which optical photons are
coupled to acoustic phonons. In conventional systems,
SBS is mediated by electrostrictive or thermoelastic material response [1,2]. Through SBS, optically induced forces
resulting from dynamic medium response drive the excitation of phonon modes that scatter light to new frequencies. Since its discovery [3], electrostrictively mediated
stimulated Brillouin scattering has been extensively
studied in bulk media and step-index optical fibers, enabling the realization of coherent phonon generation
[3,4], slow light [5–8], efficient GHz phonon generation
[3,9–12], and a host of new light sources [2,12–17] and
signal-processing techniques [2,5–8,18,19]. In such systems, the strength of electrostrictive SBS is determined
only by intrinsic material nonlinearities, arising from photoelastic material response, and is largely independent of
the waveguide geometry [1,2].
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In translationally invariant waveguide systems, the
conservation of momentum limits Brillouin scattering to
one of two processes: (1) forward-SBS (FSBS), where both
the incident and scattered waves are codirectionally
coupled through transverse standing-wave phonons, and
(2) backward-SBS (BSBS), where the incident and
scattered waves are contradirectionally coupled through
traveling-wave phonons. Forward-SBS processes are typically too weak to observe within conventional guided-wave
systems [2,20], and only recently has efficient FSBS coupling been observed through newly developed photonic
crystal-fiber geometries, exhibiting improved lateral phonon confinement [13]. These systems have revealed cascaded Brillouin interactions with characteristics similar to
Raman processes [13,21]. While this remarkable fiber
geometry is the first to enable appreciable coupling via
FSBS processes, the FSBS process (frequency 1–2 GHz) is
significantly weaker than backward-SBS due to the superior confinement of longitudinal phonons. In such microstructured fibers, the transverse geometry of the fiber
tailors the new phonon modes through which these SBS
processes occur. However, at microscales, the optical
forces which drive photon-phonon coupling predominantly
arise from the nonlinearity of the electrostrictive material,
fundamentally limiting the maximum strength of the SBS
coupling.
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Through nanoscale modal confinement, strong interaction of light with the boundaries of a waveguide system
can yield radically enhanced radiation pressures, produced
independent of the intrinsic material nonlinearity [22–24].
The emergence of nano-optomechanics suggests that
radiation pressure can be harnessed as a new way of
creating strong photon-phonon coupling [22,23,25–34]. In
particular, using simultaneous optical and phononic resonances, radiation-pressure-mediated photon-phonon couplings have enabled cryogenic optomechanical cooling
[25,35], phonon lasers [36], and phononic signal processing [37–39].
Conventional treatments of SBS, which have proven
remarkably accurate at microscales [1,2], do not account
for radiation pressures or boundary-induced nonlinearities,
which can have a very large effect at nanoscales. Hence,
a unified treatment of photon-phonon coupling, capturing
the contributions from both radiation pressure (a
boundary-induced nonlinearity) and electrostriction
(a bulk-material property), is necessary to elucidate the
physics of SBS processes in nanoscale systems.
In this work, we develop a generalized multiscale treatment of photon-phonon coupling, valid at both microscales
and nanoscales, which treats SBS coupling in both translationally invariant and periodic waveguide systems. This
powerful full-vectorial treatment accurately captures
phonon-mediated nonlinear coupling between any two
optical modes through a Brillouin process. We apply this
formalism to the study of traveling-wave SBS processes
within nanoscale waveguides of the type seen in Fig. 1.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, we show that, in
the absence of material nonlinearities, enormous SBS

nonlinearities are produced by large radiation pressures
within nanoscale waveguides. Including the effects of material nonlinearity, radiation pressure and material-induced
electrostrictive optical forces coherently combine to produce giant enhancement of both FSBS and BSBS processes, exceeding the SBS coupling of known systems by
orders of magnitude. Additionally, the nontrivial interplay
between electrostrictive and radiation-pressure-mediated
photon-phonon coupling produces new geometric degrees
of freedom, making the strength and frequency of photonphonon coupling highly tailorable.
Here, we find that the FSBS efficiency is greatly
enhanced through nearly perfect lateral confinement of
phonon modes, since the suspended waveguide geometry
of Fig. 1 leaves no path for external phonon loss. In
combination with highly confined phonon modes, a coherent combination of radiation pressure and electrostriction
plays a critical role in the enhancement of FSBS processes.
Employing the multiscale SBS theory presented here, we
show that FSBS becomes the dominant Brillouin process at
unique dimensions, yielding high-frequency (10–20 GHz)
FSBS couplings which are 105 times stronger than that of
any other guided-wave system to date. As a consequence,
such radically enhanced photon-phonon couplings could
enable efficient stimulated Brillouin processes over
remarkably short interaction lengths (approximately
100 microns). SBS couplings of this magnitude would
enable efficient stimulated Brillouin scattering in
silicon for the first time, leading to practical realization
of slow light [5,6], dynamically tailorable effective susceptibilities [5,6], and nonreciprocal processes on optical
chips [40].

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch showing one experimental embodiment of a suspended silicon waveguide. The black wire-frame represents the
portion of the waveguide examined here. (b) The cross-sectional sketch of the waveguide within the wire-framed region with the Ex
field of fundamental TE-like mode superposed. (c) The energy-level diagram of a Brillouin process. Here the optical pump and Stokes
waves are shown in blue and red, respectively, while the phonon is shown in black. Phase-matching diagrams for forward (d) and
backward (e) SBS. (f) The waveguide cross section (f) along with mode profiles for the (g) Ex , (h) Ey , and (i) iEz components of the
fundamental TE-like mode for  ¼ 1550 nms, a ¼ 300 nm, and b ¼ 280 nm.
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II. GENERALIZED TREATMENT OF SBS AT
MICROSCALES AND NANOSCALES
In typical Brillouin processes, a high-energy pump photon (of frequency !p ) produces a red-shifted Stokes photon
(of frequency !s ) and an acoustic phonon (of frequency )
via a third-order parametric process illustrated by the
energy-level diagram in Fig. 1(c). Energy and momentum
conservation require that !p ¼ !s þ , and kp ¼ks þK,
where kp , ks , and K are the pump, Stokes, and phonon
wave vectors, respectively. Hence, phase-matching requires
kp  ks ¼ k ¼ K. Within guided-wave systems, translational invariance limits the pump and Stokes-photon (and
phonon) momenta to a single axis. Thus, the only possible
scattering processes are FSBS, with colinear Stokes and
pump waves, and BSBS where Stokes and pump waves are
contradirectionally coupled (see Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)).
The magnitude of photon-phonon coupling through
Brillouin processes can be completely modeled with rigorously coupled electromagnetic and elastic-wave models.
Parametric coupling between photons and phonons is
understood from interference between optical pump and
Stokes waves, which produces a temporally modulated
optical force distribution, f ðr; tÞ, at beat frequency .
The magnitude and distribution of this time-varying force
distribution dictate the strength of photon-phonon coupling
and the allowed  and K values. From these excited
elastic modes, conventional SBS treatments determine
the pump- and Stokes-wave coupling (or the Brillouin
gain) from the nonlinear polarization currents (i.e., the
time-derivative of the dielectric polarization) associated
with elastic-wave motion in the waveguide core [1,2].
The effects of boundary-induced polarization currents
and radiation pressures are generally neglected.
Such treatments of SBS are remarkably accurate at
microscales. However, boundary-induced coupling cannot
be neglected within nanoscale high-index-contrast waveguides, which exhibit high field concentrations about discontinuous dielectric boundaries [e.g., see Fig. 1(g)].
Furthermore, application of conventional polarizationcurrent analyses becomes challenging at nanoscales, as
polarization currents are ill defined within complex geometries where both electric field and dielectric profiles are
discontinuous [41]. Moreover, since radiation-pressureinduced nonlinearities are not treated, these models fail
to capture essential mechanisms of photon-phonon coupling at nanoscales.
To address these challenges, we develop a formalism to
treat photon-phonon coupling accurately at any length
scale. By employing phononic-domain calculations, this
new multiscale theory of photon-phonon coupling avoids
the difficulties of formulating nonlinear polarization currents within complex nano-optomechanical systems. We
instead compute the elastic-wave power generated by optical forces. Invoking particle and energy conservation,
which are well established within a quantum framework
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[42], we then show that an exact formulation of SBS gain
can be made directly from the optically generated elasticwave power. In addition to yielding greatly simplified
treatment of SBS in complex nano-optomechanical structures, this model enables the treatment of all optical force
contributions in a single model.
Through guided-wave Brillouin processes, the growth of
the optical Stokes wave through parametric conversion
between pump and Stokes waves is quite generally described by the canonical relation [1,2]
dPs =dz ¼ GB  Pp Ps  s Ps :

(1)

Here, Pp and Ps are the guided powers of the pump and
Stokes waves respectively, GB is the stimulated Brillouin
scattering modal gain coefficient, and the Stokes-wave
propagation loss-factor is s , with propagation along the
z-axis. In this treatment, we assume that optical modes
carrying powers Pp and Ps , with associated optical frequencies !p and !s , are coupled by optically generated
acoustic phonons of frequency  and power P .
Note that intermode coupling, or coupling between dissimilar optical modes, can occur through Brillouin interactions. For instance, in Ref. [43], Kang et al. demonstrate
strong coupling between cross-polarized modes. To treat
these and other cases of intermode coupling, the pump
wave (Pp ) and Stokes wave (Ps ) may be assumed to occupy
similar or dissimilar guided optical modes. The following
treatment applies identically for both cases.
We begin by recasting Eq. (1) in terms of particle fluxes.
In the classical limit, Pp , Ps , and P coincide with particle
fluxes p , s , and  , respectively. Dividing both sides of
Eq. (1) by the Stokes-photon energy, @!s , we have
ds =dz ¼ s  s s :

(2)

Above, s ¼ GB Pp Ps =@!s , where s is defined as the
Stokes-photon-generation rate per unit length, and @ is
Planck’s constant. From established quantum-mechanical
treatments of Brillouin scattering [42], particle conservation requires s ¼  ¼ p , where p and  are the
pump photon and phonon generation rates per unit length.
This relation is also seen from the quantum-mechanical
energy-level diagram of Fig. 1(c).
Relating this particle-generation rate to classical fieldbased quantities, we see that  ¼ ðP =zÞð1=@Þ,
where P is the elastic-wave power generated in a short
segment, z, of the waveguide. Since the instantaneous
elastic-wave power density generated by optical forces
within the waveguide is given by f  u_  , the timeaveraged particle generation rate,  , is readily computed
as
1 1 Z
 ¼
hf ðr; tÞ  u_  ðr; tÞidV:
(3)
z @ V 
Here, u_  ðr; tÞ is the displacement velocity distribution of
the elastic body in response to f ðr; tÞ, h. . .i denotes time
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averaging over an acoustic period, and integration is taken
over V, the volume of the waveguide segment. Hence, in
the limit of small z, GB is given by
GB ðÞ ¼

1 !s
1 Z

hf ðr; tÞ  u_  ðr; tÞidV:
z  Pp  Ps V 

(4)

Note that, for systems with continuous translational symmetry, Eq. (4) yields an exact formulation of SBS gain in
the limit as z ! 0. Furthermore, it bears mentioning that
the derivation of Eq. (4) does not place any limitations on
the longitudinal or transverse structure of the system. Thus,
Eq. (4) can also be used to determine the effective SBS
gain of a periodic system when integration, V, is taken
over a single unit cell.
It should be noted that Eq. (4) can be used to treat
photon-phonon coupling accurately at any length scale,
provided that a valid model of the optical forces and
elastic-wave motion can be formulated. Furthermore, use
of particle conservation in deriving Eq. (4) is entirely
general, provided that the elastic equation of motion is in
the linear regime. Both optical and mechanical losses are
faithfully treated by this model, since particle conservation
is used only to capture the particle-generation process.
Throughout, we assume that f ðr; tÞ is a generalized
optical-force density, including all or any time-varying
optical forces. As a point of reference, exact SBS solutions
are readily computed in numerous cases from Eq. (4),
revealing perfect agreement with conventional SBS treatments. For instance, we show in Appendix A that the
conventional BSBS gain relation for optical fibers can be
exactly retrieved from Eq. (4).
Limiting our attention to the special case of a translationally invariant waveguide, it is useful to express the
force and velocity distributions in complex notation as
f  ðr; tÞ ¼ Re½~f ðx; yÞ  eiðKztÞ ;

(5)

~_  ðx; yÞ  eiðKztÞ :
u_  ðr; tÞ ¼ Re½u

(6)

Defining power-normalized force and velocity distribu~_ n ðx; yÞ such that ~f ðx; yÞ ¼
tions, ~fn ðx; yÞ and u
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
~fn ðx; yÞ2pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
_
~  ðx; yÞ ¼ u
~_ n ðx; yÞ2 Ps Pp , we can
Ps Pp , and u
simplify Eq. (4) to
GB ðÞ ¼ 2 

 Z
!s
~_ n ðx; yÞdA: (7)
Re½~fn ðx; yÞ  u
 wg

Here, integration is taken over the waveguide cross section.
Since the vector-force distribution, ~fn ðx; yÞ, can be readily
computed from the interference between any two pumpand Stokes-wave field distributions, this full-vectorial formulation of SBS allows for exact treatment of intramode
and intermode SBS coupling. For further details regarding

the general form of ~fn ðx; yÞ, see Appendix B. Equation (7)
applies to translationally invariant waveguides of arbitrary
cross section. Furthermore, since the force density is quite
generally defined, both Eqs. (4) and (7) can be applied to
treat the effects of radiation pressure, electrostriction, thermoelastic material response, or any other power-dependent
force.
For generality, we have not limited our discussion to a
particular form of the elastic-wave equation, as the intrinsic losses and tensor properties of various elastic media can
result in one of many equations of motion [44]. For instance, the commonly used Navier-Stokes equation is valid
in isotropic elastic media, but alternate wave equations
must be used in anisotropic media [44].
Finally, since elastic-wave damping plays an important
role in determining the maximum value of the SBS gain, it
bears mentioning that, on resonance, the peak value of the
elastic-displacement velocity is proportional to the acoustic quality factor, Q, and the magnitude of the optical
force. Hence, for a linear elastic system with resonances
which are directly coupled by the optical forces, one can
show that GB scales as GB / Qjfn j2 . Thus, it is compelling to explore the scaling and enhancement of SBS within
high refractive-index waveguides of subwavelength dimension, where optical forces are greatly enhanced
[23,31].
III. TREATMENT OF SBS IN A NANOSCALE
SILICON WAVEGUIDE
Next, we examine SBS within a nanoscale waveguide by
applying the full-vectorial multiscale SBS formalism of
Sec. II. Throughout this study, we consider SBS within the
silicon waveguide geometry of Fig. 1, corresponding to a
core (cladding) refractive index of n1 ¼ 3:5 (n2 ¼ 1) and
material
photoelastic
constants
½p11 ; p12 ; p44  ¼
½þ0:09; 0:017; 0:054 consistent with those of bulk
silicon [45]. Here, pij are the photoelastic-tensor components (pijkl ) represented in contracted notation [46], and
the [100] symmetry direction of this crystalline silicon
waveguide coincides with the x axis.
Characteristic field profiles of the transverse-electriclike (TE-like) mode under consideration are seen in
Fig. 1. We will limit our attention to intramode SBS
processes where both pump and Stokes waves coincide
with this fundamental TE-like waveguide mode.
However, in general, the treatment in Sec. II can be used
to examine intermode SBS coupling between any two
waveguide modes that have arbitrary spatial distribution
and polarization.
For nanoscale silicon waveguides of the type seen in
Fig. 1, it has been shown that both radiation pressure and
electrostrictive forces grow by orders of magnitude as the
waveguide dimensions approach the nanoscale [23,24].
Because of the high waveguide dispersion, which is closely
linked to the fractional energy density carried by the
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longitudinal (Ez ) electric field [47], the power-normalized
values of radiation pressure grow to values which are
102 –104 times larger than those within optical fibers [23].
As a result, forces from radiation pressure can exceed those
of electrostriction at nanoscales [24].
The distributions of electrostrictive- and radiationpressure-induced forces are distinct within nanoscale
waveguides. Radiation-pressure-induced optical forces result from the scattering of light at boundaries, producing
forces exactly localized to the discontinuous dielectric
boundary of the step-index waveguide [23,24,48].
Conversely, electrostrictive forces result from the dynamic
mechanical response of media to light, acting through the
strain degrees of freedom of a medium. The magnitude and
orientation of electrostrictive forces are determined by the
bulk photoelastic-material tensors, producing complex
spatially varying body-force distributions within the waveguide volume [24]. Both forces depend sharply on nanoscale waveguide geometry and yield vanishing longitudinal
forces under single-mode excitation of a translationally
invariant waveguide [23,24].
In treating photon-phonon coupling through SBS, we
examine the temporally modulated component of the optical force which drives the SBS process. This dynamic
analysis of force must not be confused with the static
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analyses of force treated in Refs. [23,24]. In contrast to
the single-mode cases of previous studies, the interference
between pump and Stokes waves produces a time-varying
transverse force density that diverges significantly from the
single-mode case. Mode-interference gives rise to additional longitudinal force densities which are not present
under single-mode excitation. For colinear pump and
Stokes waves (FSBS), the time-varying part of the transverse force density reduces to an approximate form similar
to that described in [24]. However, in the contradirectional
case (BSBS), wave interference produces a temporally
modulated force density that has a markedly different
spatial distribution for both radiation pressure and electrostriction. Most notably, a large longitudinal electrostrictive
force is produced in the contradirectional case, which is
absent in the colinear case. For further details, see the
general form of the time-harmonic force density,
~f ðx; yÞ, given in Appendix B.
To evaluate SBS within this waveguide, we derive the
general analytical form of the complex time-harmonic
optical-force distribution, ~f ðx; yÞ, and use it to compute
the time-varying optical-force density in conjunction with
an electromagnetic finite-element-method (FEM) model.
The detailed procedure is outlined in Appendix B. These
force densities serve as the time-harmonic forcing function

FIG. 2. Computed SBS gain shown in arbitrary units (a.u.) for (a) FSBS and (c) BSBS processes, for comparison with the computed
phonon dispersion of the lowest-order symmetric phonon modes (labeled E1–E5) seen in (b). The FSBS and BSBS resonances match
well with computed dispersion of (b). In (b), the wave vector is normalized by K ¼ 2kp for wavelength  ¼ 1550 nms. Colored insets
of (a) show the displacement amplitudes and shape deformation of the dominant E2 and E5 phonons about K ¼ 0 excited through
FSBS, while those of (c) show the E1 and E2 modes at K ¼ 2kp in the BSBS case. High (low) displacement regions are shaded red
(blue). Calculations assume silicon waveguide dimensions of a ¼ 300 nm and b ¼ 280 nm and wavelength  ¼ 1550 nms. Note,
elastic modes which do not contribute to SBS have been omitted from the dispersion plot in (b). For clarity, the computed elastic modes
seen in (b) were restricted to those with reflection symmetries about the x-z and y-z mirror planes centered on the waveguide core.
However, the frequency dependent elastic-wave models used to compute SBS gain in (a) and (c) do not limit the number of modes by
use of symmetry. Hence, SBS gain shown in (a) and (c) includes the contribution to photon-phonon coupling arising from all acoustic
modes in the system.
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within an elastic-wave FEM model of the waveguide,
yielding the SBS gain, GB ðÞ, vs phonon frequency,
by use of Eq. (7). Throughout, we use Young’s modulus,
E ¼ 170  109 Pa, Poisson’s ratio,  ¼ 0:28, and density,
 ¼ 2329 kg=m2 to model silicon. For simplicity, a
frequency-independent phononic-material loss, Q, of
1000 is assumed, as this Q is below the damping limit of
silicon for the frequency range of interest [49]. For details
regarding solution of the elastic-wave equation by FEM
models, and the implementation of elastic-wave damping,
see Ref. [50].
Since the TE-like mode results in symmetric force distributions from both electrostriction and radiation pressure,
one finds that only symmetric elastic waves can be excited
through either the FSBS or the BSBS processes considered
here. The elastic-wave dispersion of the first five symmetric elastic modes (labeled E1–E5) are plotted in Fig. 2(b)
for comparison with the computed FSBS and BSBS gain
spectra of Figs. 2(a) and 2(c). In the next sections, we

present detailed analyses of FSBS and BSBS, and the novel
mechanisms which are unique to nanoscale photon-photon
coupling.
IV. NANOSCALE FORWARD SBS
In conventional guided-wave systems, forward SBS is
typically orders of magnitude weaker than backward SBS
[20]. Phase matching requires the phonon wave vector
jKj ﬃ =vg , where vg is the group velocity of the guided
optical mode. Consequently, the longitudinal phonon wave
vector, jKj, is nearly zero, resulting in the excitation of
guided elastic waves with vanishing group velocity (or
resonances). These waves tend to be weakly confined
low-frequency modes in conventional step-index fiber
systems, yielding weak photon-phonon coupling [20]. In
contrast to microscale fiber-optic systems, nearly perfect
lateral confinement of the jKj ﬃ 0 phonon modes is
achieved in this silicon-waveguide geometry, contributing

FIG. 3. Detailed analysis of FSBS: (a) The computed FSBS gain vs the phonon frequency near the E2 and E5 resonances centered at
13.0 and 18.8 GHz. The individual contributions of electrostriction (red) and radiation pressure (green) to the SBS gain are shown
along with their combined effect (blue). Simulations assume a phononic lossQ of 1000 and optical wavelength  ¼ 1:55 ms. (b) A
schematic of a waveguide segment (L ¼ 300 nm). (c) and (d) are the characteristic displacements of the E2 and E5 elastic modes.
High-displacement regions are shown in red, and low-displacement regions are shown in blue. Schematics showing the amplitudes and
directions of the dominant components of ~f ðx; yÞ are seen in (e), (f), and (g). Radiation pressure contributes only to the transverse
force components (e), while electrostriction contributes to both the transverse components (f) and the longitudinal components (g).
Note that the longitudinal forces are vanishingly small for FSBS.
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to far stronger photon-phonon coupling in the FSBS case.
Comparison of the computed FSBS gain of Fig. 2(a) with
the dispersion plot of Fig. 2(b) reveals that shear and
compressive standing-wave resonances associated with
E2 and E5 are predominantly excited via FSBS. The
characteristic modal displacements of the dominant modes
are seen as insets in Fig. 2(a).
Closer examination of the photon-phonon coupling
within this system reveals that both radiation pressure
and electrostriction play an important role in the SBS
process at nanoscales. A magnified view of the computed
FSBS gain is seen in Fig. 3(a) for resonances corresponding to the E2 and E5 elastic modes at 13.0 and 18.8 GHz,
respectively. The graph shows individual contributions of
electrostriction (red curve) and radiation pressure (green
curve) to the SBS gain, along with their combined effect
(blue curve) due to the coherent combination of radiation
pressure and electrostriction.
The contributions from electrostriction and radiation
pressure are mode specific. While electrostriction and radiation pressure produce nearly identical coupling to the
E2 shear-mode, radiation pressure is seen to be the dominant source of coupling to the E5 mode. Notably, the
coherent addition of electrostriction and radiation pressure
dramatically enhances the SBS gain, yielding a total gain
of 2:3  104 m1 W1 at 13.0 GHz, more than 104 times
larger than that of recently studied photonic crystal-fiber
systems [13]. As will be discussed in Sec. VII, the loss
characteristics of the E2 shear mode are likely to be far
superior to the uniform loss-estimate applied here, yielding
SBS gains which are 3 times larger than the simulations of
Fig. 3 indicate.
The coherent interaction between electrostriction and
radiation pressure can be understood from the internally
generated optical forces. In the case of colinear pump and
Stokes waves, the longitudinal electrostrictive forces are
found to be vanishingly small. Thus, transverse forces of
radiation pressure and electrostriction almost exclusively
dictate SBS coupling in the FSBS case.
The dominant components of optical force produced by
electrostriction and radiation pressure [generated within
the waveguide segment of Fig. 3(b)] are sketched in
Figs. 3(e)–3(g) for comparison with the elastic mode displacements of Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). Radiation pressure induces outward forces which are localized to the boundaries
of the waveguide, while electrostriction produces a combination of inward and outward forces within the volume of
the waveguide. This unusual electrostrictive-force distribution sharply contrasts with silica fibers, which yield only
a single sign of force in the transverse dimension. The
existence of inward and outward forces results from the
differing signs of the p11 and p12 in silicon. Notably,
the distribution of these forces coherently combines to
yield a very efficient excitation of the shear elastic-wave
(or wine-glass) resonance associated with E2, which is
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known to exhibit remarkably low damping in phononic
systems [49].
Since the dominant components of force for both electrostriction and radiation pressure coherently combine in
the lateral (or x) direction, it is apparent that E2 is most
efficiently excited. On the other hand, the outward forces
of radiation pressure are almost exclusively responsible for
efficient excitation of the compressive E5 elastic mode.
Hence, the nontrivial interplay between electrostriction
and radiation pressure significantly complicates the
photon-phonon coupling, warranting further study in nanoscale systems.
Since the distributions of optical force from electrostriction and radiation pressure become highly dependent on
geometry at nanoscales [24], it should be noted that these
new geometric degrees of freedom make it possible to
tailor the SBS process to an unprecedented degree.
Optomechanical phonon frequency, mode shape, and coupling strength are all seen to vary sharply with the waveguide geometry.
V. NANOSCALE BACKWARD SBS
In the BSBS case, phase matching requires that k ¼
K ﬃ 2  kp . Comparison of the computed FSBS gain
of Fig. 2(c) with the dispersion plot of Fig. 2(b) near
K ¼ 2  kp reveals that traveling elastic modes, E1 and
E2, with both longitudinal and transverse displacements
are dominant through BSBS [see insets in Fig. 2(c)].
A magnified view of the computed BSBS gain spectrum
is seen in Fig. 4(a) near the E1 and E2 elastic-wave
resonances at 13.8 and 15.0 GHz, respectively. Again, the
individual contributions of electrostriction (red curves) and
radiation pressure (green curves) to the SBS gain are
shown, along with their combined effect (blue curves)
due to the coherent combination of radiation pressure and
electrostriction. Electrostriction and radiation pressure
constructively interfere, yielding a dominant coupling
to the 15.02 GHz resonance, with an SBS gain of
1:3  104 m1 W1 . This result is more than 104 times
larger than in typical optical fibers.
The dominant components of electrostrictive and
radiation-pressure-induced forces, which mediate BSBS,
are sketched in Figs. 4(e)–4(g) for comparison with
the elastic-mode displacements of Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) within
the waveguide segment seen in Fig. 4(b). In the BSBS case,
a large k results in rapid spatial modulation of all optical
forces in the longitudinal direction. It should also be noted
that modal interference between counterpropagating
pump and Stokes waves generates new longitudinal
electrostrictive-force components of comparable magnitude to the transverse forces generated by both radiation
pressure and electrostriction. Alternatively, from the fundamental functional form of radiation pressure [48], one can
show that, in contrast to electrostriction, radiation pressure
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FIG. 4. Detailed analysis of BSBS: (a) The computed BSBS gain vs the phonon frequency near the E1 and E2 resonances centered at
13.8 and 15.0 GHz. The individual contributions of electrostriction (red) and radiation pressure (green) to the SBS gain are shown
along with their combined effect (blue). Simulations assume a phononic loss Q of 1000 and optical wavelength  ¼ 1:55 m. (b) A
schematic of a waveguide segment (L1 ¼ 300 nm), and characteristic mode displacements (c) and (d) of the E1 and E2 elastic modes.
High-displacement regions are shown in red, and low-displacement in blue. Schematics (e), (f), and (g) show the amplitudes and
directions of the dominant components of ~f ðx; yÞ within a waveguide segment of length L2 ¼ ð=kÞ ﬃ 150 nm. Radiation pressure
contributes only to the transverse force components (e), while electrostriction contributes to both the transverse components (f) and the
longitudinal components (g).

does not produce longitudinal forces within the axially
uniform waveguide examined here.
Interference between the two modes also significantly
alters the transverse character of both radiation pressure
and electrostriction. As seen in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f),
y-directed forces are greatly diminished in comparison
with the FSBS case. In the BSBS case, one finds that the
transverse forces from radiation pressure are dominant in
exciting the transverse elastic wave (E1) seen in Fig. 4(c),
and longitudinal electrostrictive forces primarily drive the
longitudinal (E2) elastic resonance of Fig. 4(d).
Based on the value of p12 and the refractive index of
silicon, commonly used scalar BSBS models treat SBS
coupling as a bulk material property of the system, underpredicting the SBS gain by a factor of 100. For further
details, see Appendix A. As we will discuss in Sec. VI,
these results indicate that, at nanoscales, SBS gain can no

longer be interpreted as a bulk-material property, as is
commonly done at microscales.
VI. SCALING OF SBS WITH DIMENSION
Since the FSBS and BSBS processes discussed in
Secs. IV and V show little resemblance to those of optical
fibers, it is apparent that SBS becomes highly geometrydependent at subwavelength scales. To explore the scale
dependence of SBS further, we examine the variation in
SBS gain with the transverse dimension of the waveguide.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the contributions of electrostriction and radiation pressure to the total BSBS and FSBS
gains, respectively, as the waveguide dimensions vary
between 0:2–10 ms. Each simulation point represents
the maximum value of the computed SBS gain among all
phonon modes between 0–50 GHz. The radiation-pressure
contribution to SBS (green curves) was computed by
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FIG. 5. Computed SBS contributions from electrostriction (ES) and radiation pressure (RP) as the waveguide dimension, a, is varied
from 0.2–10 microns (for b ¼ 0:93a). (a) BSBS gain resulting from ES (red), RP (green), and the coherent combination of both ES
and RP (blue). (b) An identical set of curves for FSBS. In comparison, the conventional microscale SBS theory (gray curves)
underestimates the BSBS gain by up to 2 orders of magnitude for length scales between 250 nm and a few microns. For further
details on the microscale SBS trend (gray curves), see Appendix A. The dimensions where radiation pressure is dominant are shaded
gray.

setting the photoelastic constants to zero, and the
electrostrictive contribution (red curves) was computed
by neglecting the optical forces associated with radiation
pressure (i.e., the force terms derived from the Maxwell
stress tensor).
To highlight the new physics captured by the multiscale
SBS model of Sec. II, it is useful to compare this model
with existing SBS treatments over a range of length scales.
Here, we do not seek to compare our full-vectorial multiscale model with the numerous accepted treatments which
precede ours. Detailed comparison warrants significant
further discussion, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
We instead choose to explore the manner in which subwavelength modal confinement radically alters SBS by
comparison with SBS treatments that are familiar to most
in the nonlinear-optics community [1,2].
The gray lines of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the SBS gain
predicted by the widely used scalar-SBS treatment, which
is known to be very accurate in microscale systems. This
formulation assumes acousto-optic coupling between only
the transverse-electric fields and longitudinal elastic displacement (through tensor element p12 ), and uses mode
overlaps to approximate the SBS gain. For further details,
see Appendix A. While the assumptions of this model
break down at smaller length scales, this model allows us
to establish correspondence with accepted SBS models,
and it highlights the basic dimensional dependence of
electrostrictively mediated Brillouin processes.
From Fig. 5(a), we see perfect agreement between the
models in the BSBS case for dimensions greater than
4 m, demonstrating convergence with well-established
SBS treatments at microscales. However, for smaller di-

mensions, this simplified scalar SBS theory is seen to
underpredict the total BSBS gain by a factor of 100,
revealing the importance of more complete ab initio modeling in this regime. It is instructive to note that the peak
BSBS gain predicted by electrostrictive interactions (3:2 
103 m1 W1 ) is approximately 25 times larger than that
predicted by the scalar SBS treatment (see Sec. VI). This
disparity becomes 4 times larger when we include the
effects of radiation pressure, yielding a 100-times underprediction of SBS gain at small dimensions.
Divergence from the microscale model is expected as a
result of radiation pressure, since radiation pressure is not
included in previous SBS treatments. However, the discrepancy in SBS gain arising from electrostrictive interactions is more subtle in origin. To understand the disparity
in the predicted electrostrictive coupling, we note that a
large fraction of the mode energy is carried by the Ez field
at nanoscales, causing the electrostrictive forces to depend
strongly on p11 and p44 photoelastic constants, in addition
to the p12 coefficient (which governs BSBS at microscales). Since the p11 is more than 5 times larger than
p12 in silicon, coupling of electrostrictive forces through
p11 significantly increases the BSBS gain. A further increase in electrostrictive coupling results from dispersioninduced enhancement of the electric-energy density at
small dimensions.
In examining the FSBS calculations in Fig. 5(b), it
should be noted that the electrostrictive component of
FSBS gain (red curve) is orders of magnitude larger than
that of the microscale BSBS trend (gray line) for all
dimensions. This is because the transverse electrostrictive
forces that mediate FSBS predominantly couple through
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the p11 photoelastic constant, which produces much
stronger coupling than the p12 constant that is used to
model BSBS in widely employed scalar SBS theories.
Inspecting the effects of radiation pressure on SBS, we
see that negligible contributions to the total BSBS and
FSBS gains are produced by radiation pressure at large
dimensions. However, the radiation-pressure component
to SBS increases very sharply at smaller dimensions,
overtaking that of electrostriction where the waveguide
dispersion reaches a maximum (a ﬃ 300 nm) in
both cases. The electrostrictive and radiation-pressure contributions to the FSBS and BSBS gains are seen to roll off
for a < 250 nm, as modal confinement becomes very
weak.
The scale dependence of electrostrictive- and radiationpressure-induced SBS couplings are seen to be quite distinct in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Since the microscale model
approximates the SBS coupling as an intrinsic property of
the waveguide material, the SBS gain predicted by the
microscale-SBS trend scales as A1
wg . Here, Awg is the
cross-sectional area of the waveguide given by Awg ¼
axb. In contrast, the radiation-pressure-induced SBS coupling is a strictly geometry-dependent effect, whose SBScoupling strength scales as A2
wg . This scale dependence is
seen from the fact that radiation pressure exerted by a
guided mode scales as A1
wg [23]. It is apparent from the
distinct scaling of both radiation-pressure and electrostrictively mediated SBS processes that it is no longer valid to
treat SBS as a purely material-dependent quantity at subwavelength scales.
Intriguingly, despite the assumption of vanishing material nonlinearities in the treatment of the radiation-pressure
component of the SBS gains, tremendous Brillouin nonlinearities are found. Hence, as a remarkable corollary, we
find that strong nanoscale light-boundary interactions
result in tremendous radiation-pressure-induced nonlinearities, even in the absence of any intrinsic material
nonlinearity.
From fundamental considerations, one can see that
Brillouin nonlinearities cannot be treated as intrinsic to a
nonlinear medium because Brillouin processes involve
coupling to collective elastic-wave excitations (or phonons) that are shaped by the extrinsic (or geometric)
properties of the system. Furthermore, while the photoelastic- (or electrostrictive-) medium response is intrinsic
to an electronic medium, radiation pressure gives rise to
entirely new forms of nonlinearity produced solely by
extrinsic geometric properties. It bears mentioning that
recent reformulations of effective nonlinearities within
nanoscale waveguides have accurately captured the intrinsic electronic nonlinearities at subwavelength scales [51].
Such treatments are insufficient, however, to capture the
physics of Brillouin scattering where strong interactions
with boundaries occur. Within high-confinement systems,
the boundaries act to strongly shape the optical fields as

well as the frequency and mode distribution of the resonantly excited phonons. Additionally, the strong interaction of light with boundaries yields new contributions to
optical forces which dictate the strength and nature of
photon-phonon coupling. Thus, explicit treatment of
the underlying physics of photon-phonon coupling must
always be made. Such treatment generally requires ab
initio formulation of Brillouin nonlinearities on a
case-by-case basis.
VII. DISCUSSION
The multiscale model of Sec. II builds on an impressive
body of theoretical and experimental work which demonstrates accurate prediction of SBS within microscale systems, including the work of [1–21,25,42,43,52,53], and
many others. Our multiscale treatment fundamentally differs from previous work in that it (1) captures Brillouin
nonlinearities associated with nonlinear polarization currents at boundaries, and (2) accounts for new contributions
to Brillouin gain resulting from radiation pressures.
Through previous microscale treatments of SBS, radiation
pressures and boundary-induced nonlinear couplings have
been neglected.
For simplicity, we have assumed a frequencyindependent phononic-material loss, Q of 1000 throughout
this paper. However, since GB increases linearly with
phononic lossQ, it is important to note that the Q varies
greatly with the type of elastic mode and can exceed the
Q ¼ 1000 assumed here. For instance, the E2 wine-glass
mode excited in the FSBS case is not limited by thermoelastic damping and results in a far higher quality
factor (Q ﬃ 3000) leading to an FSBS gain of 6:9 
105 m1 W1 under ideal experimental conditions [49].
Moreover, since the phonon losses of silicon roll off rapidly at low temperatures [54], cryogenic cooling of such
chip-scale waveguides could increase phononic Qs by
factors of 10–100, yielding an FSBS gain of between
106 –107 m1 W1 . Thus, depending on the temperature
of operation, these radically enhanced SBS processes can
be between 105 –107 times stronger than those within typical silica-optical fibers. As a result, a nanoscale silicon
waveguide of 100-m length would yield an SBS nonlinearity equivalent to 10–1000 meters of conventional
silica fiber.
Through examination of the silicon waveguide system
examined here, the forces from both radiation pressure and
electrostriction act to deform the waveguide in a similar
manner, increasing the overall strength of photon-phonon
coupling. However, these effects are not always additive.
For instance, if the waveguide dimension or the mode
shape is different from that examined here, radiation pressure can reduce the overall SBS coupling in many instances. If another core material such as Ge is considered, the
lateral forces of radiation pressure and electrostriction will
generally take on an opposite sign, producing destructive
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interference between the two effects. Thus, careful consideration of the nontrivial interplay between radiation
pressure and electrostriction is necessary when treating
photon-phonon coupling at subwavelength scales.
In conclusion, we have shown that subwavelength
field confinement produces a new regime of stimulated
Brillouin scattering, where radiation pressure plays a critical role in mediating photon-phonon interactions. At these
scales, strong interaction of light with the boundaries of a
nanoscale waveguide radically enhances SBS through both
electrostrictive- and radiation-pressure-induced optical
forces. The increased effects of boundaries yield new
geometric degrees of freedom through which photonphonon–coupling strength and frequency can be tailored.
At nanoscales, backward SBS gains were shown to be 104
times greater than that in conventional silica fibers, with
100 times larger values than predicted by conventional
scalar SBS theories. Furthermore, radically enhanced forward SBS couplings were shown to overtake backward
SBS coupling, producing a forward SBS gain of 105 times
larger than in any other known waveguide system. At low
temperatures, the freezing out of thermal phonons reduces
phonon-scattering losses, yielding an additional 10–100
times enhancement of the SBS gain.
Finally, we have developed a generalized full-vectorial
multiscale treatment of SBS coupling which is applicable
at any length scale. This treatment fundamentally differs
from previous work in that it (1) captures Brillouin nonlinearities associated with nonlinear polarization currents
at boundaries, and (2) accounts for new contributions to
Brillouin gain resulting from radiation pressures. We have
shown that the treatment of these effects is essential to
studies of SBS at subwavelength scales. This full-vectorial
treatment of SBS interactions is applicable to periodic and
translationally invariant waveguide systems and provides
an exact means of treating both intermode and intramode
coupling through SBS processes. The enhanced SBS
couplings identified in this new regime of boundarymediated interactions could enable efficient stimulated
Brillouin scattering for the first time in silicon waveguides,
leading to practical chip-scale realization of slow light
[5,6], dynamically tailorable effective susceptibilities
[5,6], and nonreciprocal nonlinear processes on optical
chips [40].
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISON WITH
CONVENTIONAL SBS TREATMENTS
Within microscale waveguides and optical fibers, the
time-harmonically modulated force densities, which dictated the strength of photon-phonon coupling, are produced
almost exclusively by electrostrictive interactions within
the volume of the waveguide [2]. In these systems, photonphonon coupling is typically dominated by longitudinal
guided elastic waves, reminiscent of bulk acoustic waves.
Thus, the photoelastic properties of the waveguide material
determine the strength of the SBS gain, yielding an SBS
gain coefficient, GB of the form [2]
 
!2s n7 p212 Q
:
(A1)
GB ¼ 2
c cVL 
Here, n and p12 are the material refractive index and
photoelastic constant about frequency !s , c is the speed
of light in vacuum, VL and Q are the longitudinal sound
velocity and phononic material quality-factor at phonon
frequency , and  is the material mass-density. In
Eq. (A1), is a spatial overlap integral which converges
to ¼ A1
wg in the plane-wave limit, where Awg is the
cross-sectional area of the waveguide. Though simple,
this scalar formulation of SBS gain is very accurate within
microscale systems [1,2]. It is important to note that the
above relation predicts an SBS gain which is relatively
insensitive to geometry, and determined only by the intrinsic properties of the waveguide material.
The trend of conventional SBS gain, shown as the gray
curve of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), was evaluated using Eq. (A1)
with ¼ ð0:588abÞ1 for all waveguide dimensions. This
simplified form of the SBS gain shows perfect agreement
with the more rigorous overlap integral formulation of
for waveguide dimensions of several microns and larger,
and it allows us to establish the trend of microscale SBS
gain based on material properties. Following the analysis
of Refs. [52,53], can be more rigorously formulated as
Z
2
¼
aðx; yÞbðx; yÞdA :
(A2)
wg

Here, aðx; yÞ is the normalized form of the R
longitudinal
elastic-wave displacement amplitude such that wg aðx; yÞ 
dA  1, and bðx; yÞ is the power-normalized intensity distribution of the guided optical mode. Note, this integral
form of 1 has units of area, and approaches ¼ A1
wg in
the plane-wave limit. When Eq. (A1) is evaluated with the
form of defined earlier, this formulation of SBS can be
seen to be equivalent to that of Refs. [52,53], which is
known to be remarkably accurate for the prediction of
SBS gain within a wide range of microscale systems
[2–6,11].
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FIG. 6. Computed BSBS gain versus the waveguide dimension, a, for b ¼ 0:93a. Comparison of a model based on MS-SBS theory
(shown in red circles) is made with the integral form of the SBS gain (shown in triangles) and the simplified SBS trend (shown in
dashes).

Note that the analytical formulation of multiscale SBS
(MS-SBS), given in Eqs. (4) and (7) can be seen to produce
the exact same form of the SBS gain described by
Eqs. (A1) and (A2), demonstrating equivalence between
MS-SBS and conventional models in the large-scale limit.
Nevertheless, to validate the numerical models shown here,
it is instructive to make a detailed comparison of simulations (based on the MS-SBS outlined in Secs. II, III, IV, V,
and VI) with the proven microscale SBS theory outlined in
this Appendix. Figure 6 shows one such comparison for the
rectangular waveguide of the type described in Secs. III
and IV. The results of MS-SBS theory (red circles), the
integral form of the SBS gain described previously (triangles), and the simplified SBS trend (dashes) are all seen
in Fig. 6. We see that a deviation of less than 1:1000 is seen
between MS-SBS and the integral form of the SBS gain for
dimensions between 4–10 ms, demonstrating convergence between the numerical model and the semianalytical
microscale SBS theory. It should be noted that the MS-SBS
theory (red circles) includes the effects of both electrostriction and radiation pressure. Thus, we see that the
effects of radiation pressure are negligible at microscales.
APPENDIX B: GENERAL FORM OF THE
TIME-VARYING OPTICAL FORCES
Here, we outline the basic methods that we use to treat
the time-varying forces produced by electrostriction and
radiation pressure. We assume that pump and Stokes waves
simultaneously propagate within the waveguide, with com-

plex guided-mode-field distributions of the form
~ p ðx; yÞ  eiðkp z!p tÞ
~ p ðr; tÞ ¼ E
E
~p ðx; yÞeiðkp z!p tÞ ;
¼ A~p  e

(B1)

~ s ðx; yÞ  eiðks z!s tÞ
~ s ðr; tÞ ¼ E
E
~s ðx; yÞ  eiðks z!s tÞ :
¼ A~s  e

(B2)

Above, the time-harmonic field amplitude is computed
from the complex field amplitude as Ej ðr; tÞ ¼
~ j ðr; tÞ. Above, e
~s ðx; yÞ and e
~p ðx; yÞ are powerRe½E
normalized mode-field profiles, defined such that A~s and
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A~p can be expressed as A~s ¼ Ps  ei s and A~p ¼ Pp ei p .
~p ðx; yÞ can represent any two
~s ðx; yÞ and e
Note that e
optical modes with similar or distinct spatial profiles,
allowing us to quite generally treat cross-polarization
SBS coupling [43] and other nontrivial situations involving
intermode coupling.
To evaluate the SBS gain via Eq. (7), we seek the general
form of the time-varying electrostrictive- and radiationpressure-induced force densities. Within the waveguide, a
total field distribution of the form Et ðr; tÞ ¼ Es ðr; tÞ þ
Ep ðr; tÞ results in wave interference to produce an energy
density and optical forces that are time-harmonically
modulated with frequency  ¼ !p  !s . It is this timevarying component of the force that is responsible for
photon-phonon coupling.
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The field-induced electrostrictive-body stress distribution produced by guided optical modes within a dielectric
waveguide can be rigorously formulated in terms of the
photoelastic-tensor components pijkl and the medium dielectric tensor, ij , as [24]
h

es
kl i

¼

1
2

o

X
½

ij pijkl kl hEk ðtÞEl ðtÞi:

h

es
kl i

(B3)

¼

1
4

4
o n1

X
pijkl Re½E~i E~j :

(B4)

ij

Above, averaging at the time scale of the optical carrier
frequency is obtained by replacing hEk ðtÞEl ðtÞi with
Re½E~i E~j =2. The electrostrictively induced force density
es
es
is computed from the divergence of es
kl as fl ¼ @k kl .
Thus, the force density of electrostriction is
hfles i ¼ h@k

es
kl i

where T~ij is the Maxwell stress tensor of the form, T~ij ¼
~ ~ 1
~2
~ ~ 1
~2
o ½Ei Ej  2 ij jEj  þ o ½H i H j  2 ij jHj . Again,
substituting the complex field amplitudes of Eqs. (B1) and
(B2) into Eq. (B8), and neglecting terms which do not vary
harmonically with frequency , we have a temporally
modulated force density of the form
iðkztÞ 
~rp
f rp
 ðr; tÞ ¼ Re½f ðx; yÞe

kl

Here, h. . .i denotes a time averaging. For the treatment of
SBS, we examine the time-varying component of the optical forces at the beat frequency, .
While the approach for deriving the optical force is
identical within media of any symmetry, we limit our
attention to electrostrictive forces produced within cubic
media. Within cubic media, one can show that the timeaveraged electrostrictive-body stress density is of the form
[24]

¼

4
o n1

4

XX
k

pijkl Re½@k E~i E~j : (B5)

ij

Substituting the total complex field amplitude using
Eqs. (B1) and (B2) into Eq. (B5) and neglecting terms
which do not vary harmonically with frequency , we find
a temporally modulated force density of the form
iðkztÞ
~es
f es

 ðr; tÞ ¼ Re½f ðx; yÞe

(B6)

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
iðkztÞ :
¼ Re½~fes
n ðx; yÞ2 Ps Pp e

(B7)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~es is the
~es
Here, ~fes
 ðx; yÞ ¼ fn ðx; yÞ2 Ps Pp , where fn
power-normalized time-harmonic component of the electrostrictive force density, and k ¼ ðkp  ks Þ. The timeharmonic force density, derived in this way, is a completely
general form of the force density for application to both
cubic and isotropic dielectric systems. Note that since the
time-varying force density exhibits a longitudinal spatial
modulation associated with k, phase-matching requires
that the excited phonon wave vector is given by K ¼ k.
The time-averaged force density from radiation pressure, hfjrp i, can be treated following a similar procedure.
The force density associated with radiation pressure can be
computed from the divergence of the Maxwell stress tensor
as
hfjrp i ¼ h@i Tij i ¼ 12  Re½@i T~ij ;

(B8)
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(B9)

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
iðkztÞ :
(B10)
¼ Re½~frp
n ðx; yÞ2 Ps Pp e
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~rp
~rp
Here, ~frp
 ðx; yÞ ¼ fn ðx; yÞ2 Ps Pp , where fn is the powernormalized time-harmonic component of the radiationpressure-induced force density. The time-harmonic force
density, derived in this way, is valid for treatment of forces
in dielectric systems where free charges are absent.
Thus, the total time-varying force, f ðr; tÞ, is produced
by a coherent superposition of electrostrictive forces and
radiation pressure, and is of the form
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f  ðr; tÞ ¼ Re½~fn ðx; yÞ2 Ps Pp eiðkztÞ ;
(B11)
~es
where ~fn ðx; yÞ ¼ ~frp
n ðx; yÞ þ fn ðx; yÞ.
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